
Motivation of the work
Biometrics have emerged as a more secure alternative to passwords and their 
use is exponentially increasing.

However it is necessary to keep in mind that biometrics may have 
weaknesses related to users’ privacy and security:
● Is it possible for users to cancel and renew their biometric templates?
● Could an attacker be able to infer the biometric sample from the biometric 

template?
● Could an attacker be able to link a given user through different services? 

Biometric systems must handle these issues in order to preserve users’ 
privacy.

Thesis objectives
The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. Understand the fundamentals of biometrics and data protection schemes.
2. Develop a face-based biometric system which achieves state of the art 

performance and, at the same time, preserves users’ privacy. Therefore this 
objective will be divided in two:
a. A biometric recognition module with state of the art performance in 

realistic, large databases. 
b. A privacy module which preserves biometrics performance and meets the 

privacy characteristics specified at ISO/IEC 24745:
○ Unlinkability
○ Revokability
○ Irreversibility
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Research Plan

Results And Discussions
Databases
To perform the training of the initial system, VGG Face dataset [1]  was 
selected since it contains more than 2.000 identities with 1.000  
images per identity approximately. All of them labeled with the  
bounding box of the faces. 

The LFW database was selected as the baseline for evaluating the 
ability to discriminate between users due to the following properties:
● This database contains more than 5,000 identities.
● It does not contain any identity of the training dataset.
● De facto benchmark allowing for fair comparison against 

state-of-the-art approaches.

But the LFW database is not the only one database that will have to be 
used since it has only a few images per identity. Thus, it does not 
allow to perform the intra-class variation analysis and another database 
should be selected.

Designed biometric module
The convolutional neural network designed along this year, named 
GFace (see Figure 3), is formed by nine convolutional layers of which 
three of them are grouped in a NIN layer [3] and three fully-connected 
layers.

To train GFace network the Stochastic Gradient Descent [4] with 
Momentum [5] method was used and the net's weights were initialized 
using Xavier Initialization as described in [6].

Initial evaluation
In order to carry out the initial evaluation,  LFW “View 2”  was used. It 
consists of 6000 pairs of images divided in 10 folds with 300 genuine 
pairs and 300 impostor pairs. The validation is carried out by 
cross-validation. 

The evaluation has also been carried out for three alternative 
DNN-based face recognition systems:
● FaceSqueezeNet [7]: Light system with convolutional layers only 

(same training as GFace).
● VGGFace [8]: Very Deep Neural Network trained with VGG Face 

dataset.
● FaceNet [9]: “Face Embeddings” oriented training with inception 

layers.

The system TPR (true positive rate) for EER (equal error rate) are 
shown in Table 1 while ROC curves are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. LFW performance comparison between GFace, FaceSqueeze FaceNet and 
VGGFace networks

Figure 3. GFace architecture
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System TruePositiveRate(EER)

GFace 92,63 % +- 1,38

FaceSqueezeNet 91,85 % +- 1,12

FaceNet 98,73 % +- 0,40

VGGFace 93,03 % +- 1,26

Table 1. True positive rate at equal error rate point for LFW View 2

Figure 1. Mobile market estimated revenue for next years

Figure 2. Irreversibility
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Next Year Planning
Conclusions
As the initial evaluation shows, FaceNet offers very good performance but, what does cause this 
improvement?
● The complexity of the network?
● The embeddings approach?
● The training data?
Next year, finding the answer to this question will be investigated to improve the system performance.

Related to the collision analysis, it is a key point which could conduct to the solution of this research 
work so next year, the greatest effort will focus on this topic.

Collision analysis
The main idea is being able to estimate the collision probability between two any users.
To do that, it will be necessary to:
● Model the intra-class feature vectors distribution.
● Model the users’ distribution along the feature space.
In order to show an example, an ideal scenario is plotted in Figure 5 where two users have null 
collision probability.

Figure 5. Ideal scenario with two dimensional feature 
vector for two users with null collision probability
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